
HARMER'S SOFA 2 SEAT

Harmer's sofa 2 seat

Double the comfort.

The Harmer sofa is truly a classic. Comfortable, and elegant, it is equally at home in a period or
contemporary interior, and also comes in single, as well as 2 and 3 seat versions. In addition, custom

lengths can be made to your requirements.

Harmer's sofa 2 seat features the ebonised detailing to the polished sabre legs, and Harmer’s signature
hoofed foot.

This sofa was awarded for the best design at London's Decorex exhibition.

Upholstered in the best traditional manner with an extravagant feather cushion seat or close covered, the
Classic Chairs model is extremely comfortable and very stylish.

Historical note:  B. Harmer is a largely unknown maker of the English Georgian period, little known even
to furniture historians. He is principally remembered for the magnificent  Drawing Room Suite for

Powderham Castle.



For more B. Harmer chairs, see Classic Chairs’ model CH-E and CH-EA chairs.

Model : CH-BHS2
Dimensions (cm) : w145 d87 h94 sh46 ah66

Materials : Rosewood
Finished : Wood Hand Polish

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Harmer's sofa 2 seat

Double the comfort.

The Harmer sofa is truly a classic. Comfortable, and elegant, it is equally at home in a period or contemporary
interior, and also comes in single, as well as 2 and 3 seat versions. In addition, custom lengths can be made to

your requirements.

Harmer's sofa 2 seat features the ebonised detailing to the polished sabre legs, and Harmer’s signature hoofed
foot.

This sofa was awarded for the best design at London's Decorex exhibition.

Upholstered in the best traditional manner with an extravagant feather cushion seat or close covered, the
Classic Chairs model is extremely comfortable and very stylish.

Historical note:  B. Harmer is a largely unknown maker of the English Georgian period, little known even to
furniture historians. He is principally remembered for the magnificent  Drawing Room Suite for Powderham

Castle.

For more B. Harmer chairs, see Classic Chairs’ model CH-E and CH-EA chairs.

Model : CH-BHS2
Dimensions (cm) : w145 d87 h94 sh46 ah66

Materials : Rosewood



Finished : Wood Hand Polish


